
The Discover Adapt 30 is a one of a kind wireless headset built
for business professionals. This is the only wireless DECT
headset that allows you to switch between a single and dual
speaker wearing option (both included). You can expect to have a
high quality wireless headset that's comfortable, sounds great
and works with 98% of desk phones. Should your needs change,
you can add an inexpensive accessory to connect with your
computer or mobile devices.

Adapt 30
Fact sheet

One of a kind design built for business

Features & Benefits

Wireless Range

Battery talk time

Connectivity

Wearing style

Charge time

Acoustic shock protectionNoise canceling mic

DECT 6.0

3 year protection

Long range freedom up
to 350 feet

Up to 8 hours of talk time
on a single charge

Includes both a single and
dual speaker wearing
option for a tailored fit

Connects with 98% of
corded desk phones out
of the box (Add DA200 or
DA201 for USB or
Bluetooth connection

Reduces unwanted
background noise so
callers hear you, not the
distractions around you

Your conversations will
stay secure without
anyone eavesdropping

Within 1 hour you'll have
a full charge

Within 3 years for any
reason your Adapt 30
stops working, you're
covered

Helps protect users
against acoustic injury
caused by sudden sound
burst on the line

Compatible with most
desk phone brands
- Cisco
- Avaya
- Mitel
- Polycom
- AT&T
- Yealink
- Samsung

- Grandstream
- Fanvil
- Nortel
- Panasonic
- VTech
- Aastra
- Obihai

and more...



Speaker- Impedance: 20ø speaker element; 32Ω
Frequency Range: 300Hz~7000Hz @1kHz (input:100mV)

Discover DHL110
Allows you to answer/end
calls away from the phone
 
DA200
Enables your headset to
be used on the computer
 
DA201
Allows your headset to be
used on a mobile phone

Charge time- 1 hour

Power Supply- DC 9V 500mA

Agency approvals- RoHS, CE, FCC

Tech specs

Talk time- Up to 8 hours

Wireless range- Up to 350 feet with direct line of sight

Battery capacity- 370mA

Battery type- Rechargeable lithium ion battery

Wireless frequency- DECT 6.0 (1.9GHz)

Radio Frequency- 20dBm (100mW)

Microphone- -51dB ± 3dB 0dB=1V/1Pa @1kHz 4ø Noise
Cancelling

What comes in
the box

Warranty- 3 year advanced replacement warranty

Headset microphone, charging base, AC power,
phone cord, single headband, dual headband

For more information visit discoverheadsets.com

Accessories

Discover Wireless
Headsets Compared Best for users who

prefer an earpiece
wearing style with
desk phone/computer
connection out of the
box.

Discover D904 Discover Adapt 30

Best for users who like
an over-the-head
option with a single or
dual speaker to
wearing option to
choose from.

Backed by world class
customer service and a
3 year advanced
replacement warranty.

https://www.discoverheadsets.com/


Adapt 30 at a glance

For more information visit discoverheadsets.com

https://www.discoverheadsets.com/

